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Ray tracing generates realistic images but is computationally intensive, especially when generating animation 
sequences.  Many techniques have been developed, including exploitation of temporal coherence between 
successive frames to accelerate animation.  This paper presents an efficient pan and zoom algorithm called the 
Panimation and RSVP algorithm, respectively.  This new pan and zoom algorithm integrates the object animation 
acceleration technique of Jevans with the new pan and zoom algorithms and shows an order of magnitude 
performance improvement.  Short animation sequences are presented to show our results. 
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Many acceleration methods have been used to 
speed up ray tracing of still images, including bounding 
volumes, spatial subdivision and ray coherence.  Jevans 
[22] presents an elegant method for accelerating ray 
traced animation using object space temporal coherence 
(called OSTC in this paper) to track the image areas that 
need to be updated for each frame.  The new pan and 
zoom algorithms developed in this paper allow camera 
view changes.  The new algorithms can be used separately 
or combined with other algorithms such as OSTC.   
2 PREVIOUS WORK 
 
Image-precision algorithms, such as ray tracing 
[1,5-8,11-13] have been the topic of much reseach for 
last several years. Figure 1 provides an example of a 
ray traced image rendered using our implementation. 
Spatial subdivision technuiques partition the scene 
into a grid of volumes called voxels and provide and 
reduce the rendering time for ray tracing. Some ex-
amples are: Glassner [8], Fujimoto [5], Semwal and 




Figure 1.  Example Ray Traced Image 
 
 Directional techniques [19] such as light buff-
ers, ray coherence, ray classification and proximity 
clouds make use of direction during the preprocess-
ing.  Temporal coherence is discussed in [4] and ob-
ject space temporal coherence in [9]. Coherence re-
fers to local similarity, or smooth, gradual change in 
space or time.  Chapman [4] presents an image space 
method similar to 2D morphing for accelerating ray 
traced animation using temporal coherence.  Mura-
kami [11] uses object space coherence with a static 
view to accelerate ray tracing by redrawing only the 
changed parts of the image.  The ray tree for each 
pixel is saved, along with additional intersection data.   
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2.1 OBJECT SPACE TEMPORAL 
COHERENCE (OSTC) 
 
Jevans [8] describes a simpler object space 
method using spatial subdivision and temporal coher-
ence to accelerate animations with a static camera 
view.  The OSTC method handles object animation 
well, however, if a light is moved or changes color, 
only the image areas that are in shadow from both the 
old and new light location will not be retraced.  The 
shadow rays are kept in a separate bit set in each 
voxel to improve light animation performance.   
Briere [3] presents a more advanced approach that 
allows both color and geometry changes, but requires 
more complex data structures and algorithms.   
3 THE PANANIMATION (PANIMATION) 
ALGORITHM 
 
The obvious way to reuse previous frame data and 
accelerate pan is to shift the image and redraw only the 
newly exposed area. Typically, the new area scrolling 
into view is a small fraction of the image and only a 
few rows or columns of pixels need to be traced. To 
allow panning, pixels must cover an equal angle in both 
directions, implying a spherical projection with equal 
angle pixels in both azimuth and elevation. 
Similar projections are widely used for geographic 
world maps [12], and several were studied for this appli-
cation.  The Cylindrical Equirectangular projection (Fig-
ure 2) was selected as a suitable technique.  Using this 
cylindrical projection or a similar equal-angle method 
allows pan to be emulated by image shift, since each 
pixel represents an equal area of the viewing sphere cen-
tered at the observer.  As the eye recedes an infinite dis-
tance from the image plane, both the cylindrical and 
standard projections approach the same orthographic 
projection with parallel rays.  This indicates that the dif-
ference between the cylindrical and standard projections 
is indeed reduced by narrowing the view angle, which 
can be confirmed visually. 
 
 
4 THE RAY SAMPLE VIEWPORT 
(RSVP) ALGORITHM. 
 
The Panimation algorithm does not support ac-
celerated zoom, so we wanted to develop a better 
zoom algorithm to allow smooth zoom at any factor.  
A better approach for zooming out is to draw the new 
pixels around the edges of the image at the same 
resolution as the original image and resample the 
whole area down to a lower resolution for each 
frame.  We call this approachh the Ray Sample 
Viewport (RSVP) algorithm.   
Other useful effects are supported by the RSVP 
method.  Rotate, scale, shear and more unusual 
changes can be produced by simple 2D transforms.  
Any pattern of pixels in the camera frame buffer can 
be resampled into the viewport image.  This can ac-
celerate pan, zoom and other transforms within the 
frame buffer view area.   
5 IMPLEMENTATION 
 
We implemented three algorithms in this paper, 
the Jevans OSTC animation acceleration method [9], 
the new Panimation algorithm and the new RSVP 
algorithm.   
Integrating the OSTC and RSVP algorithms is 
simple.  Instead of ray tracing the OSTC updated 
image areas, they are erased to the null color.  When 
a viewport samples a null pixel, it is ray traced at that 
time. Since the tan function is used for the cylindrical 
projection, the arctan (or atan2) function can be used 
for the inverse transform, restoring the standard pro-
jection appearance.  This fixes a major problem with 
the Panimation algorithm.  Panimation provides fast 
large-scale pan but causes unwanted curvilinear dis-
tortion.  Adding RSVP provides fast small-scale pan, 
zoom and other effects.  The straight correction by 
our algorithm of the l checkerboard is shown in Fig-
ure 3. Java [2] was selected because of its OO fea-
tures, graphic libraries and portability. 
      
(a) Standard Projection 30° Angle b) Standard Projection 100° Angle c) Cylindrical Projection 30°  
Angle  d) Cylindrical Projection 100° Angle 
Figure 2.  Standard and Cylindrical Projections 
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6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The Test program generates a sequence of ani-
mation frame TGA files and provides Boolean flags 
to control animation and acceleration features.  The 
OSTC method uses 16x16 screen regions with 256 
bits in each bitset, the same as Jevans [9].  The scene 
contains a checkerboard ground plane, 12 polygons, 
19 spheres and 2 light sources.  A cylindrical camera 
is used with field of view 100 degrees. 
Our results show that panning 3.6 degrees per 
frame was accelerated using Panimation by about a 
factor of 10.  Zooming by a 2:1 ratio was accelerated 
using RSVP by about a factor of 10.  Animation of a 
small bouncing ball in this scene was accelerated 
using OSTC by about a factor of 2.  Simultaneous 
pan, zoom and animation caused complex view 
changes and was accelerated by about a factor of 2.  
These techniques can be used to accelerate pan, zoom 
and animation simultaneously.  These results are very 
encouraging and indicate that even greater perform-
ance can be achieved for slower pan and zoom or 
longer animation sequences. The resulting 100 frame 
animation sequences were converted to animated GIF 
files and are available for review.   
Figure 4 shows a test image where the black areas 
are rectangles erased to the null color by pan and object 
animation.  The narrow black strips at the top and right 
are caused by the camera panning slightly up and right, 
shifting the image down and left.  Only the black areas 
need to be ray traced, the majority of the image is reused 
from the previous frame, showing the potential for image 
space acceleration even with simultaneous pan and ob-
ject animation.  Figure 5 shows a camera image and two 
smaller viewport images extracted from the camera im-
age.  In the camera image, only the pixels sampled by 
the viewports were ray traced, the black areas are null 
pixels not traced.  
 
 
Figure 3: Corrected Cylindrical distortion (above) 






a.) 640x480 camera image with sampled pixels. b.) 320x200 sampled zoom viewport c.) 320x200 zoom and rotate 
viewport 
Figure 5.  Camera and Viewport Images 
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 7 FUTURE WORK 
This paper has focused on acceleration, but 
many other features could be added.  Realism could 
be improved by interpolating sampled pixel colors, 
antialiasing, distribution ray tracing and improved 
texture mapping.   It would be good to trigger auto-
pan and auto-zoom  events when a viewport hits a 
buffer edge or size limit.  Other view projections 
such as Fisheye projections [14] would be interest-
ing to implement.  
 
8 CONCLUSION 
       This paper has presented the history and theory 
of ray tracing and animation acceleration.  The 
static camera limitation of Jevans [9] and other ear-
lier work was noted and animage space view accel-
eration algorithm was developed to accelerate pan, 
zoom and other effects from a fixed viewpoint.  
Fast pan is performed using image shifting with an 
equal-angle view projection.  Fast zoom and other 
effects are performed using a sampling viewport 
and 2D transforms.    Implementation details, more 
comparisons and rendering results of our implemen-
tation are in [15]. 
A Java [2] ray tracer was implemented to test 
the new algorithms both for animation and interac-
tion.  An object space temporal coherence anima-
tion acceleration method based on the Jevans [9] 
technique was also implemented and integrated 
with the new algorithms.  The resulting system sup-
ports ray traced animation with acceleration for 
both object changes and camera field of view 
changes.  A generalized animation methodology 
was developed that could be extended to include 
reprojection, saved ray trees and other accelera-
tions.   
The timing results show performance gains of 
an order of magnitude for the new pan and zoom 
algorithms.  This work has been successful, person-
ally rewarding, and has many applications and pos-
sibilities for future work.  Possible uses include 
animation, interactive scene editing, virtual reality, 
video games, simulations, computer-aided design 
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